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The transition of space to a warfighting domain requires a change to current methodologies
that underpin current space system survivability analysis. Publicly, survivability measures have
often been sought to address specified system threats from the natural space environment, such
as micrometeoroids and charged particles. However, the accelerated development of man-made
counterspace threats since the early 2000s requires a change to the perception of survivability.
In response to an expanding array of counterspace threats and countries capable of fielding such
weapon systems, a space system survivability framework is proposed that is derived from
lessons learned in the aircraft survivability domain. This framework delineates potential types of
space mission defeat and serves as a foundation for advancing space mission assurance.

17 FLYING STRAIGHT UP: A BIRTHDAY SALUTE TO THE
100-YEAR-OLD HELICOPTER
by Eric Edwards

Depending upon which date one uses (or which authority one believes), this year marks the
100th anniversary of what many aviation historians consider the first successful free flight of a
helicopter. On 18 February 1921, French engineer and inventor Étienne Oehmichen reportedly
hovered his experimental “vertical flying machine” approximately 20 feet off the ground for a
minute or so over the countryside. As far as we know, no one got hurt, and nothing flew apart.
And the rest, as they say, is history.
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24 DISTANCE NO LONGER EQUALS PROTECTION:
KEEPING PACE WITH HYPERSONIC WEAPONS
by F. Patrick Filbert

The U.S. military has continued to direct much attention and resources to employing and
defending against the emerging technology of hypersonic strike weapons (HSWs). And with
good reason. HSWs can be launched from thousands of miles away and hit targets within a few
feet. In addition, their high speeds make them hard to detect and shoot down and thus extraordinarily survivable. However, the rapid advancement in HSW technology, like that of many new
weapons, has also often outpaced the techniques, procedures, and doctrinal aspects of how
these weapons are integrated into the Joint Force.

30 ‘SPIRIT’ OF SURVIVABILITY: LESSONS FROM AC-130
LOSS 30 YEARS AGO STILL SAVING LIVES
by Eric Edwards

This January marked the 30 anniversary of the shootdown of an AC-130H Spectre gunship
in the skies above the Persian Gulf. The aircraft—flying under the call sign Spirit 03—was hit by
an Iraqi surface-to-air missile on 31 January 1991 while providing air support for U.S. Marines
fighting on the ground during the Battle of Khafji. The ensuing crash took the lives of all 14 U.S.
airmen on board, making it the largest single loss by any Air Force unit during Operation Desert
Storm. But with this tragedy also came hope. Because of numerous survivability improvements
that were made as a result of the incident, the downing of Spirit 03 would also be the last
combat loss for any AC-130 gunship in the three decades that have followed.
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NEWS NOTES

by Dale Atkinson
and Eric Edwards

NEW TESTBED TO HELP
ARMY ADDRESS WHIRL
FLUTTER IN TILTROTORS
The ongoing development of tiltrotor
technology has provided the U.S.
military with capabilities and potential
not otherwise available with conventional fixed-wing and rotary-wing
systems. Tiltrotor aircraft—such as the
current V-22 Osprey, as well as some of
the planned Future Vertical Lift (FVL)
vehicles—have (or are expected to
have) the ability to hover like a helicopter and fly at the forward speed of a
fixed-wing plane. Thus, the Army and
others continue to express interest in
this unique and promising technology.
But with great promise also comes great
challenge. Tiltrotor aircraft have
experienced significant aerodynamic
stability issues, especially during the
transition between hovering and
forward-flight modes. The air flowing
around the propellers (as the engine
rotors move from a horizontal to a
vertical orientation) can interfere with
the air flowing around the wings and
generate a dangerous (and sometimes
even catastrophic) condition called whirl
flutter.
To help better understand and address
this ongoing problem, researchers from
the U.S. Army Combat Capabilities
Development Command (DEVCOM)
Army Research Laboratory, as well as
supporting industry personnel, have
recently completed construction of the
new TiltRotor Aeroelastic Stability
Testbed (TRAST). This new tool, which
was recently featured on the U.S. Army
website, will be used at NASA Langley

FIRST SUPER HORNET
LAUNCHED OFF A ‘SKI
JUMP’

NASA Photo

Research Center’s large wind tunnel to
study and validate various tiltrotor
stability models.
Unfortunately, many of the current
computational tools for predicting
tiltrotor stability date back to the origin
of the V-22 in the 1960s and ‘70s.
TRAST, however, is planned to help
researchers leverage modern-day
computing power as they develop
state-of-the-art analysis software to
support innovative tiltrotor designs
(such as wing extensions) that can help
address the whirl flutter problem.
In building the TRAST model, developers
used the NASA Structural Analysis
(NASTRAN) code to model wing
aerodynamics and the Comprehensive
Analytical Model of Rotorcraft
Aerodynamics (CAMRAD) and Rotorcraft
Comprehensive Analysis System (RCAS)
to model the aircraft itself. This
combination allowed aerodynamic
behavior to be isolated to individual
aircraft components and stability
boundaries to be estimated in TRAST.
For more information on TRAST and the
Army’s tiltrotor development initiatives,
readers are encouraged to download
the full article at https://www.army.mil/
article/241434/wind_tunnel_tests_
will_help_design_future_army_tiltrotor_aircraft.
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In December, the Navy and Boeing Co.
recorded the first successful launch of
an F/A-18 Super Hornet fighter jet from
a ski-jump-type ramp at the Naval Air
Station (NAS) Patuxent River in
southern Maryland. The purpose of the
launch, which was conducted for India
and included a variety of load configurations, was to demonstrate the fighter’s
capability to launch from short-runway
ships.
Unlike U.S carriers, which use highpowered catapult systems to launch
aircraft from flat flight decks, India’s
newest aircraft carrier, the INS Vikrant,
uses a ramped flight deck (simulated by
the ski-jump ramp) to launch its planes.
The test was part of India’s validation
process to potentially acquire a number
of upgraded F/A-18 Block III Super
Hornets for its naval aviation forces.
In 2015, the Pax River ski ramp was also
used to demonstrate the short take-off
capabilities of the F-35 Joint Strike
Fighter for countries such as the United
Kingdom and Italy, which fly the F-35
and also use ramped-deck carriers.

JMUM COMING TO
ATLANTA
The 2021 Joint Aircraft Survivability
Program (JASP) Model Users Meeting
(JMUM) has taken on a look unlike any
other in its 22-year history. Unclassified
virtual sessions were held in March and
April for the Next Generation Fire Model
(NGFM), the Computation of Vulnerable
Area Tool (COVART), the Fast Air Target
Encounter Penetration (FATEPEN), and
the Projectile Penetration (ProjPen)
vulnerability and lethality models. To
address the community’s ongoing
modeling and simulation needs that can
only be addressed in a classified setting,
an in-person session will also be held
from 31 August to 1 September at the
Georgia Tech Research Institute in
Atlanta.
The purpose of the recurring JMUM is
to provide model users, managers,
stakeholders, and others with information about the latest developments and
updates associated with JASPsponsored and other models used in the
aircraft survivability and combat
effectiveness community. In addition,

attendees are encouraged to share
specific insights and lessons learned
from their practical use of the models.
The August meeting will also include
concurrent group breakout sessions for
Air-to-Air Engagement and Surface-toAir Groups, as well as Configuration
Control Board meetings for the Brawler
and the Survivability and Lethality of
Aircraft in a Tactical Environment
(SLATE) models. Models covered in the

breakout sessions will include those
shown in Table 1.
The finalized agenda for this year’s
in-person JMUM will be announced
through the Defense Systems
Information Analysis Center (DSIAC) as
soon as details are finalized. For more
information or to inquire about being a
presenter, please contact Mr. Alfred Yee
at 937-255-4608 or alfred.yee@dsiac.org.

Table 1. Models at the JMUM
Model Group
Air-to-Air
Engagement
Group

Surface-to-Air
Group

a

Model















Brawler – Air-to-Air Combat Model
a

J-ACE – Joint Anti-Air Combat Effectiveness
JAAM – Joint Anti-Air Model
AFSIM – Advanced Framework for Simulation Integration and Modeling
ALARMa – Advanced Low Altitude Radar Model
BlueMaxa – Flight Path Generator
DREAMa – Directed RF Energy Assessment Model
ADAM – Air Defense Artillery Model
Amber – Ground-Based Radar Model Implemented in Matlab/Simulink
MOSAIC – Modeling System for Advanced Investigation of Countermeasures
RPGEM – Rocket-Propelled Grenade Engagement Model
AFSIM – Advanced Framework for Simulation Integration and Modeling
SLATEa – Survivability and Lethality of Aircraft in a Tactical Environment

Part of the JASP model suite

JCAT CORNER

by CW4 Mark Chamberlin, Bart Schmidt,
and CW3 Paul Olson

In March, a combined Joint Combat
Assessment Team (JCAT) Phase I and
Phase II training was successfully
conducted at Aberdeen Proving Ground
(APG), MD. The training dates, location,
and curriculum of this year’s training
were adjusted to meet the certification
requirements of this multi-Service team
due to state COVID and Department of
Defense travel restrictions. In all, 10
Navy, 4 Air Force, and 1 Army personnel
completed the course and joined the
ranks of the JCAT. These students hail
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To complete Phase I, students executed
a full collection and assessment on
three test articles (a UH-60, AH-1, and
C-130). They then provided team
briefings to the rest of the class,
leveraging the products and training
they received during the first days of
instruction.

from across the country and possess
diverse backgrounds in engineering,
aircrew, and maintenance specialties.
A gracious thank you is extended to
Mr. Tim Grose and his team at the Army
Research Laboratory DEVCOM Data &
Analysis Center’s Experimental Facility
for hosting this year’s training event. An
entire collection of aircraft and articles
used in previous tests was provided for
students to collect and analyze threat
weapons effects. These aircraft
included multiple AH-1, UH-1, UH-60,
and CH-47 helicopters, as well as
various fix-winged aircraft.
Phase I, executed by JCAT-Army,
introduced the students to a multitude
of classes to prepare them for the
collection phase. During the first days
of training, the students were presented
with topics ranging from data recorder
recovery, to current and future threat
systems, to site management, to
interviewing techniques. Next, they
were exposed to weapon system
signatures and effects, including
nonexplosive ballistic, shaped charge,
thermobaric, hydrodynamic ram, and
high-explosive effects.

Phase II, which was an expanded version
of Phase I, was run by LCDR Adamek from
JCAT-Navy. The students took what
they learned from Phase I and performed daily collection, assessment, and
briefings on varying aircraft. As in
Phase I, the JCAT cadre scrutinized each
assessment, but with higher expectations than in their previous training.
During this phase, the students also
were introduced to night-collection
techniques on battle damaged aircraft
to experience and overcome the
challenges presented during a night
collection.
This culminating event at this year’s
training came at the conclusion of
Phase II, when the students participated
in two live fire tests—on a C-12 and a
UH-60—conducted by the APG team.
Through these tests, students were able
to see and assess real-time weapons
effects on U.S. military aircraft.
JCAT-Army will be hosting the next
Threat Weapons Effects (TWE) event
from 17 to 19 August at Eglin Air Force
Base, FL. The event will include
multiple briefers from industry who are
experts in current and future threat
systems against military aviation
systems. Additionally, the Susceptibility
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Reduction Work Group (SRWG) will be
conducted during the third quarter of
2021 as our efforts continue to gain
traction and clarity.
Finally, we say a sad farewell to
LTC Andrew Roberts, CDR Stephen
Bussell, CDR Jim McDonnell, and
CDR Matt “Gerbil” Kiefer. LTC Roberts
will be retiring from the Air Force and is
currently working on his replacement.
CDR McDonnell and CDR Bussell have
both rotated to new unit assignments
and will be replaced by CDR Barry
Walden and CDR Joey Walker, respectively. And CDR Kiefer is moving to a
new assignment in combat damage
repair, with his replacement yet to be
named. JCAT would like to acknowledge the expertise and years of service
that all of these individuals have brought
to the JCAT program. Their significant
efforts have not only contributed to the
current success of JCAT but have also
helped shape its future.

HEARD ANY
NEWS?
If you know of a communityrelated event, announcement,
or other news item that you
would like to submit for
consideration as a News
Note, please contact
Mr. Dale Atkinson at
daleatk@gmail.com.

FROM SANCTUARY TO
WARFIGHTING DOMAIN:
A SPACE SYSTEM
SURVIVABILITY FRAMEWORK
by Maj. Andrew Lingenfelter, Maj. Joshuah Hess, and Maj. Robert Bettinger

Image Courtesy of U.S. Space Force

The transition of space to a warfighting domain requires a change to current methodologies that
underpin current space system survivability analysis. Publicly, survivability measures have often
been sought to address specified system threats from the natural space environment, such as
micrometeoroids and charged particles. However, the accelerated development of man-made
counterspace threats since the early 2000s requires a change to the perception of survivability. In
response to an expanding array of counterspace threats and countries capable of fielding such
weapon systems, a space system survivability framework is proposed that is derived from lessons
learned in the aircraft survivability domain. This framework delineates potential types of space
mission defeat and serves as a foundation for advancing space mission assurance.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the dawn of the Space Age in
the mid-20th century, reliance on
space-based capabilities has
permeated nearly all aspects of the
U.S. Government, economy, and
society. Despite the general
detachment of the average citizen
from the space architectures and
systems that enable integral
functions—such as precision
navigation, timing, and
communication—the continued
security and sovereignty of the
country is becoming irrevocably linked
to the space domain. Consequently,
the development of responsive,
resilient, and survivable space
systems in both the government and
commercial sectors is needed to
minimize any denial, disruption, or
degradation of these capabilities.
Enhancing the analysis of space
system survivability, and the attendant
implementation of appropriate
technological measures to promote
survivability, will assist in the
development of tactics, strategy, and
policy pivotal to advancing mission
assurance within the space domain [1].
“Space is no longer a sanctuary—it is
now a warfighting domain,” stated
acting Defense Secretary Patrick
Shanahan at the 35th Space
Symposium in 2019 [2]. The U.S. Air
Force and the wider U.S. Government
rely heavily on space-based
capabilities in various orbital regimes
as a means to ensure and protect
national security and sovereignty.
However, the overt development of
counterspace systems by peer and
near-peer countries serves to imperil
U.S. space-based capabilities during
times of heightened geopolitical
tension and conflict, as well as times
of peace.

For government- and civilian-owned
spacecraft, resiliency is critical to
ensure that space system
architectures continue to provide the
necessary capabilities “in the face of
system failures, environmental
challenges, or adversary actions” [3].
A subset of resiliency, survivability
represents the capability of a system
to avoid or withstand a hostile
man-made and/or natural environment
without sustaining severe degradation
or total loss of mission capabilities [4].

“Space is no longer a
sanctuary—it is now a
warfighting domain.”

History is replete with examples of
technology exploitation to gain tactical,
operational, and even strategic
advantages. From telegraphs and
railroads to the development of stealth
technologies, history instructs the
power of technology to influence
national strategy and the outcome of
military conflict [5–7]. The
technological investment in and
pursuance of U.S. space power is
driven by the “ultimate high ground”
proffered by space operations, as well
as the need for timely, accurate data
to enable a cohesive decision-making
apparatus capable of executing
national policy objectives on a global
scale. Therefore, U.S. access to and
continued reliance on the space
domain is being challenged.
To counter the increasingly hostile
man-made and natural space
environment, the authors advocate
herein for a space system survivability
focus as a valuable component of U.S.
space warfighting strategies derived
from the contemporary aircraft
survivability discipline [8]. The
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framework offered here is designed to
promote space system resiliency,
survivability, and overall mission
assurance. This article comprises an
outline of the similarities and
differences between survivability
analysis in the air and space domains
followed by an analysis of how
employing the framework reduces the
likelihood of mission defeat.

AIR vs. SPACE
SURVIVABILITY:
A QUALITATIVE
COMPARISON
The spectrum of counterspace threats
encompasses both destructive and
nondestructive effects, as well as
various time scales of system
degradation. On the former end of the
spectrum, space systems are
potentially imperiled not only by
direct-ascent and orbital kinetic and
directed-energy threats but also by
high altitude nuclear detonation
(HAND) and associated
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) effects.
Space system destruction and breakup
will then create secondary and tertiary
debris effects for remaining systems.
Approaching the latter nondestructive
end, threats such as electronic
jamming and spoofing are more
common, with nonstate actors capable
of fielding and employing such
weapons. Considered nondestructive
because threat engagement does not
precipitate the breakup of the targeted
space system, cyber-based and
lower-power directed-energy weapons
create potentially longer-term
degradation effects for all space
system components.
To help better understand and define
space system survivability, consider
how the aircraft design discipline

defines survivability as related to
mission execution. Military Handbook
336-1 divides aircraft survivability into
four “defeat” categories: (1) attrition,
(2) mission abort, (3) mission denial,
and (4) forced landing [8]. Though
these categories cannot be directly
transferred to operations in space,
analogous mission defeat categories
can be subsequently defined.
For example, the ability to achieve
space system attrition was observed
during co-orbital antisatellite weapon
tests conducted by the Soviet Union
(from 1963 through 1982) and during
direct-ascent antisatellite tests
conducted by the United States (in
1985), China (in 2007), and India (in
2019) [9–12]. These tests
demonstrated the viability of groundbased, air-launched, and space-based
kinetic weapons not only to destroy
space-based targets in low Earth orbit
but also dramatically increase the
amount of debris on-orbit.
However, avoiding attrition is not the
only survivability consideration. The
possibility exists for potential
adversaries to electronically jam uplink
and downlink signals; disrupt, degrade,
and destroy on-board spacecraft
sensors; and impel orbital maneuvers,
thereby causing mission abort or
temporary mission denial. From an
adversary perspective, a mission abort
or denial scenario may achieve the
same desired effects as removing the
spacecraft from orbit via a destructive
counterspace kill mechanism. Thus, a
space system survivability framework
is necessary to assist leaders and
policy-makers in the development of
redundant, responsive, resilient, and
survivable space systems and the
corresponding doctrine and polices to
manage space assets. Space system
survivability can provide the necessary
framework.

Image Courtesy of National Space and Intelligence Center

FRAMEWORK
DEVELOPMENT
The proposed space system
survivability framework provides an
organized systematic process for
understanding not only a potential
counterspace engagement, but also
where policies, doctrine, and systems
need to be developed and applied to
reduce the likelihood of mission failure.
Before a survivability framework can
be developed for space systems,
however, an analysis of aircraft
survivability’s history and applications
is required to establish a conceptual
foundation.
The approach to aircraft survivability
during World War I and II was
reactionary and primarily consisted of
retrofit or modifications of existing
aircraft. Poor records and written
justification of these measures
resulted in the failure to formally
document survivability requirements
and their perceived and observed
benefits in the battlespace. As a
result, many aircraft built during the
1950s and 1960s were not specifically
designed to survive antiaircraft
artillery or emerging surface-to-air and
air-to-air missile systems. Many of the
survivability lessons learned during
prior wars were bitterly relearned
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during the Vietnam War due to lack of
the formal codification of the aircraft
survivability discipline. It was not until
after the conflict in Southeast Asia
that the U.S. military generated formal
survivability requirements for military
aircraft [13, 14].
In addition to proffering valuable
historical lessons learned, aircraft
survivability and the notion of a
“survivability framework” can be used
to prime the thought, discussion, and
development on how survivability
principles should be applied to the
space domain. Figure 1(a) shows the
sequence of events during an
encounter between an aircraft and an
adversary intent on disrupting the
aircraft’s operation and overall mission
execution. With the occurrence of
each event not known with certainty,
each sequence has an associated
probability. These probabilities guide
development decisions to reduce the
probability of a system or mission
defeat and increase the likelihood of
mission success. Unfortunately, not
all probabilities in aircraft survivability
map or translate directly to the space
domain. Table 1 therefore outlines
suggestions for terms analogous to
space systems and orbital
engagements.

jasp-online.org AS Journal 2021 / SUMMER

Figure 1(a). Aircraft System Kill Chain.

Figure 1(b). Proposed Space System Kill Chain.

Table 1. Aircraft Survivability Terms Translated From the Air to the Space Domain
Term

Air
Domain

Probability of an Active Threat

PA

Probability of Detection

PD

Probability of Launch
Probability of Intercept

Translation

Space
Domain

Term

→

PA

Probability of an Active Threat

→

PD

Probability of Detection

PL

→

PU

Probability of Usage

PI

→

PI

Probability of Intercept

Probability of Hit

PH

→

PF

Probability of Function

Probability of Kill

PK

→

PMD

Probability of Mission Defeat

A formal translation of the aircraft
system survivability analysis into the
space domain is given by Figure 1(b).
Similar to aircraft survivability,
spacecraft survivability is a function of
two time-separated phases:
susceptibility and vulnerability. For
susceptibility, analysis is focused on
the threat system and its ability to
successfully detect, be employed,
intercept, and finally function as
intended vis-a-vis the target space
system. A spacecraft’s vulnerability is
derived from and related to its ability
to “survive” the threat’s intended
kinetic or nonkinetic weapon effects.
From the perspective of the target,
this probabilistic information is largely
acquired via technical intelligence and
associated assessments of the threat.
If a given threat successfully
intercepts a target and performs its
specified function, then analysis

focuses on system vulnerability, or the
characteristic(s) of the targeted space
system that cause(s) it to suffer a
definite degradation and/or mission
defeat. For the operators of a given
space system, knowledge of its
vulnerabilities results from information
attained during the development and
acquisition of the system.
Within the battlespace, a foil exists
when a potential adversary considers
the susceptibility and vulnerability of a
target space system. The prospect of
successfully maximizing the
susceptibility of a space system
requires a potential adversary to
understand the limitations and
performance envelope of all aspects of
the threat defeat chain. This
knowledge will inform weapon
employment doctrine and timelines for
a potential engagement.
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As for vulnerability, a potential
adversary’s understanding of how to
achieve mission defeat is attained
through intelligence assessments of a
target space system, specifically its
payload(s) and bus structure. As in
the air domain, a lack of sufficient
knowledge concerning the capabilities
and limitations of the threat and target
by either the space system’s operator
or potential adversary would serve to
dramatically alter a given survivability
analysis.
A critical difference between
operations in the air and space domain
is the ability to attribute a system
threat to a specific location or point of
origin. In the air domain, the threat
usually originates from the vicinity of
the general overflight location.
However, this origination is not
necessarily true in the space domain,
and the ability to attribute a system
threat is an important component to
understand and determine the
requisite action, or response,
warranted if such a threat were to
engage a U.S. space system or
architecture.
Additionally, the ability to distinguish
between an intentional event (threat
engagement) and an unintentional

event (accidental collision) is also
important, for it drives vastly different
responses. Overall, the collection of
timely, accurate, and positive
attribution information should be
considered a key tenet of space
domain awareness (SDA) [15].
Henceforth, attribution is not a
probability as with the other
components but is represented as an
ongoing analysis running parallel with
the engagement time.
The following discussion defines the
kill chain probabilities presented in
Figure 1, with the corresponding
mathematical variable for each
probability presented so as to
maintain the continuity of
nomenclature. The probability of an
active threat (PA ) and the probability of
detection (PD ) serve to initiate the
engagement and are applicable in both
the air and space domains. These
probabilities describe the statistical
likelihood that a threat is operational,
as well as the ability to detect a given
space system.
The detection of space objects
represents a fundamental function of
an adversary’s SDA capability. Also
referred to as space object
surveillance and identification (SOSI),
this detection function serves to
search, track, characterize, and
catalog space objects, which
ultimately enables the intended
functioning of counterspace weapon
systems. Without the ability to
accurately determine and predict the
location of space objects, weapon
effectiveness drastically decreases.
The probability of launch (PL) in the air
domain, or the probability an
adversary will launch a threat at an
aircraft, translates to the probability of
usage (PU ) in the space domain. A

distinction between “launch” and
“usage” is presented because
counterspace threats can be
considered as existing on a spectrum
of both means of employment and
effects. As a result, some threat
systems do not require a physical
launch, such as radio frequency (RF)
jammers or directed-energy weapons [16].
It is important to note, however, that
these latter threat systems are also
common with the air domain, with the
“probability of use” distinction
important for the consideration of
aircraft system survivability.
Additionally, further distinction is
justified due to the legal and
geopolitical ramifications (or lack
thereof) of engaging another country’s
space assets. Development of
deterrence strategies and policies is
likely best applied to decrease the
probability of usage of counterspace
systems.
Similarly, probability of intercept (PI )
requires a nuanced description when
translated from the air to the space
domain. Intercept in the air domain
usually means a weapon has
physically impacted the aircraft or
maneuvered close enough to fuze, or
detonate in the proximity of the
aircraft. When the scope of potential
threats for aircraft widens, then
intercept can also include the direct
physical interaction of RF jamming and
directed-energy weapons with the
system.
In the space domain, intercept can
also span the physical and
electromagnetic spectrum, to include
kinetic kill vehicles (KKVs), RF jamming,
and directed energy [17]. Due to the
wide span of threats, PI in the space
domain does not necessarily mean
physical impact, but it may describe
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the influence of electromagnetic
waves or other nonkinetic effects on
the system.
Next, probability of hit (PH ) translates
to the probability of function (PF ) in the
space domain. This subtle difference
results from the various possible
counterspace threats and their
differing functions and kill
mechanisms. For example, the
function of a KKV is vastly different
from that of an RF jamming threat,
with the resulting weapon effects
requiring considerably different
survivability techniques to counter the
respective threats.
At the bottom of the survivability
framework, the probability of kill (PK )
translates to probability of mission
defeat (PMD ) in the space domain. The
complement of mission defeat is the
probability of mission success (PMS ).
The space system operator desires to
maximize the PMS in the space domain,
while the aircraft community seeks to
maximize the probability of survival
(PS ). The contrast between PK and PMD
is necessary due to the differences
between the missions, system
availability, and system regeneration
capabilities.
Survivability in the space domain
requires a mission-centric approach to
describe the different types of
outcomes resulting from a
counterspace engagement. When
analyzing the space domain, six
mission defeat categories are
developed to describe the potential
outcomes if an adversary’s threat
functions as intended.
Given in Table 2, the mission defeat
categories are as follows: attrition
defeat, mission abort defeat, mission
denial defeat, forced maneuver defeat,
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Table 2. Aircraft Survivability Defeat Categories Translated From the Air to the Space Domain
Air Domain

Translation

Space Domain

Description

Attrition

→

Attrition

Loss of mission capability due to payload damage

Mission Abort

→

Mission Abort

Loss of mission capability due to threat of payload
damage

Mission Denial

→

Mission Denial

Permanent or temporary loss of mission capability

Forced Landing

→

Forced Maneuver

System changes orbit to avoid threat

Type 1

Both Type 1, 2 categories result from challenges to
attribute an engagement and damage in space

Type 2

Type 1 defeat, and Type 2 defeat. Not
all mission defeat categories in the air
domain feature a direct translation to
the space domain due to differences in
defeat mechanisms, as well as the
challenges of attribution in the latter.
Nevertheless, some mission defeat
categories do translate directly into
space domain mission defeat
categories, such as attrition and
mission denial [18].
Attrition defeat occurs when a space
system is physically incapable to
conduct the mission with all mission
capability terminated and is removed
from the inventory. This type of defeat
can occur in many ways, such as by
kinetic engagement or by inflicting
electromagnetic damage to on-board
components. Mostly, the damage
mechanisms causing attrition defeat
are nonreversible in nature, with the
space system either suffering a
catastrophic breakup in the case of a
kinetic intercept or irreparable damage
from a directed-energy event.
For mission capability to be lost, either
one of the following scenarios is
possible: (1) the payload(s) suffer(s)
irreparable degradation or destruction;
or (2) both the payload(s) and space
system bus experience irreparable
degradation or destruction. Unlike the
air domain, which has a mission
completion component tied to attrition
defeat, operations in the space
domain feature considerably longer
mission lifetimes; and, as a result,

attrition defeat is tied to the loss of
mission capability.
Mission abort defeat occurs when a
decision is consciously made to
terminate a mission due to the risk or
threat imposed by a given
counterspace weapon’s damage
mechanism. The damage mechanism
may present itself in the form of
physical kinetic damage, electronic
jamming, directed energy, or other
methods. It is the risk imposed by
these damage mechanisms that
results in space system operators
weighing the operational benefits of
conducting the mission and risk
sustaining system damage, aborting
the mission to avoid the damage, or
determine if other options are
available to meet the mission
objectives.
For example, a mission abort defeat
can occur when a space system closes
its aperture and reduces its spectral
signature to avoid detection by a
counterspace weapon. During this
time, the space system cannot conduct
its mission due to these protective
measures. The space system is also
at a significantly lower risk of
sustaining damage resulting in a
reduction in, or complete loss of,
payload operation and overall mission
capability.
Mission denial defeat results when
space systems are tasked to conduct
their mission and threat systems
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degrade the mission capabilities and/
or functions of these systems such
that the mission is unsuccessful.
During mission denial, space systems
can experience physical damage or
electromagnetic interference, thereby
either permanently or temporarily
impairing payload and/or bus
functionality. The distinctive
difference of this defeat category
compared with other categories is the
conscious decision of space operators
to persist in conducting mission
operations despite the existence of
known or unknown threats.
For example, a constellation
comprising eight communications
satellites is engaged by counterspace
weapons. Three of these satellites
suffer catastrophic damage to their
space-to-ground relay antennas, while
two satellites suffer degradation to
their solar arrays. As a result of the
engagement, the entire constellation
experiences five total mission denial
defeats—three with missionterminating physical damage and two
with mission-limiting damage due to
the degraded ability to recharge
on-board batteries.
A second form of mission denial defeat
is associated with the ground-segment
of a given on-orbit capability. In this
defeat, an adversary targets the
ability of space system operators to
leverage a particular mission
capability. Unlike the first form of
mission denial defeat, which results
from a destructive engagement, the
second form is related to counterspace
weapons with more reversible effects.
For example, consider a combat strike
aircraft on a mission to deliver
GPS-guided munitions in an urban
environment. To counter the
effectiveness of the air strike, the
adversary uses a GPS jammer on the

sensors located hundreds or even
thousands of miles away from the
observed space system.
Also, attribution in space does not
necessarily correlate to the country or
region the space system overflies at
the time of the engagement due to the
varied nature of counterspace weapon
employment and the potential for an
adversary to use globally distributed
nodes for space surveillance and
communication.
Photo Courtesy of U.S. Air Force/SpaceX

aircraft to prevent the munition from
receiving positioning updates.
Through the effective use of this form
of electronic warfare, the adversary
creates a situation of mission denial
defeat by jamming the downlink signal.
Forced maneuver defeat occurs
when a space system physically
changes its attitude or spatial or
orbital parameters (e.g., inclination) to
avoid potential system damage or a
denial of system functionality, thus
resulting in a mission failure. The
decision to commence a maneuver can
come from human-in-the-loop ground
station inputs or on-board logic
programmed to avoid specified threats
via autonomous operation. The
system remains available for future
missions following the maneuver, but
analysis is required to determine the
mission effectiveness at the new
orbital regime, or avenues to possibly
return to the original mission orbit.
Ultimately, any forced maneuvering
will decrease on-board propellant and
reduce both the ability for future
maneuvers and the overall lifetime of
the space system. For example, a
forced maneuver defeat scenario may
arise if a space system’s altitude is
raised to avoid the engagement zone

of a ground-based, direct-ascent
antisatellite (ASAT) weapon. For this
case, the orbit-raising action would
eliminate the counterspace threat but
would prevent the intended operation
of a given sensor suite to support a
given mission set due to the change in
mission altitude.
The final system and mission defeat
categories are referred to as Type 1
and Type 2 defeats. Although these
categories are not unique to the space
domain, the challenges associated
with determining the position
knowledge of space systems, as well
as the attribution of any counterspace
activity, require nuanced distinctions
with the air domain. Due to the high
speed of orbiting objects, the global
sensitivity of space debris generation,
and the high level of investment and
mission criticality embodied by
strategic space systems, reliable data
and intelligence related to space
system health and threat activity are
pivotal to space mission assurance.
In the event of counterspace activity,
there is limited potential to conduct
on-orbit damage assessments.
Ground operators derive such
information from either on-board
satellite telemetry or ground-based
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Foundationally, the Type 1 and Type 2
defeat categories for both the air and
space domains borrow the statistical
nomenclature for Type 1 and Type 2
errors [19]. As such, a Type 1 defeat—
or “false positive”—occurs when a
space system is believed to sustain
damage from an engagement, but in
truth no damage has occurred.
Conversely, a Type 2 defeat—or
“false negative”—occurs when a
space system is believed to have no
damage, but in truth damage has been
sustained from an engagement.
The occurrence of Type 1 and Type 2
defeats are attributed to an adversary
hindering the “Observe” and “Orient”
phases of the space system operators’
Observe-Orient-Decide-Act (OODA)
loop, which then reduces the
operators’ ability for effectively
executing the subsequent “Decision”
and “Act” phases [20]. As with all
domains of operation, any temporary
degradation or permanent termination
of situational awareness and system
connectivity by an adversary during a
counterspace conflict will introduce a
tremendous amount of operational
“fog” into the orbital battlespace.
Type 1 and Type 2 defeat are certainly
not unique to the space domain.
However, it is useful here to explore
an example of these defeat categories
jasp-online.org AS Journal 2021 / SUMMER

to highlight how Type 1 and Type 2
manifest in the space domain, as well
as to acquaint readers knowledgeable
in the air domain with the potentially
subtle differences between air and
space combat engagements.
For example, consider a counterspace
engagement in which multiple threats
are employed against a specific
constellation. If the adversary is
degrading both the SDA and
communications network during the
engagement, then ground operators of
the constellation will be unable to
conduct timely and effective battle
damage assessments. SDA assets,
whether in the form of optical
telescopes or radar, are key tools for
visually assessing space system
damage in the absence of
communication connectivity or any
avenue to conduct localized
inspections with a third-party system.
As a result, several space systems
within the constellation may have
avoided damage, but they are
assumed to be defeated via a Type 1
“false positive.”
Using the same example, a Type 2
“false negative” defeat is shown if
unaffected ground-based sensors first
indicate that a portion of the
constellation is visually stable and
intact. Although an initially promising
assessment, active adversarial
jamming of communication links
prevents ground operators from
understanding that these “intact”
space systems suffered damage and
were defeated via a nondestructive
counterspace system, such as a
cyber-based or directed-energy
weapon.
In general, the inclusion of Type 1 and
Type 2 defeat categories is important
to highlight the need to understand the
role of SDA and communication during

counterspace operations. Without the
ability to attribute an event, collect
damage data, and analyze failure, then
the likelihood for Type 1 and Type 2
defeats remains high. A Type 1 defeat
has the possibility to unintentionally
escalate tensions, both geopolitically
and militarily, when in fact no damage
has occurred. Conversely, a Type 2
defeat would result in nominal
degraded operations with no
diplomatic dialogue, potentially
sending unintended strategic
messages.

APPLICATION OF
FRAMEWORK
The proposed survivability framework
in Fig. 1(b) provides a process to
assess and probabilistically analyze
the susceptibility and vulnerability of
space systems within the increasingly
contested space domain. Such an
assessment is helpful to determine
where improvement in doctrine and
systems design is needed to assure
mission success. Although the
application of the space system
survivability framework is relatively
simple in execution in a preconflict
environment, it results in potential
courses of action that are likely
complex, dynamic, expensive, and
geopolitical in nature.
Starting at the top of the framework
and working down, PA is almost
always a variable that is uncontrolled
by the space system operator; thus,
any minimization of this probability is
likely connected with a reduction in
geopolitical tensions. Alternatively, PD
is a variable that can be controlled
during the design process or minimized
during the use of a space system. In
the air domain, a classic PD
minimization case study is the
development of radar cross section
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reduction technology. Application of
novel technologies and systems to
potentially reduce space system
detection can reduce the PD by
hampering the ability of an adversary
to conduct SDA activities to search,
track, and characterize space objects.
As of 2019, four countries have
demonstrated the ability to kinetically
engage and destroy satellites in low
Earth orbit. In addition, any country
capable of conducting space launch
operations has the potential to field
orbital counterspace threats.
Nondestructive capabilities such as
electronic jamming and spoofing
represent ongoing and persistent
threats posed by both state and
nonstate actors as part of wider
terrestrial conflicts. International law
and policy development are likely
appropriate avenues to lower the
counterpace system PU for more
destructive threats, but not those that
create short or immediate duration
degradation effects.
Once the threat system is employed or
used, systems are needed to
accurately determine the threat’s type
and intended target. Determining the
threat’s type is critical to using the
appropriate solutions to defeat the
threat or minimize its damage.
Additional analysis is required to
anticipate the type of threat and the
corresponding development of
on-board and off-board equipment,
tactics, or procedures to lower the
probability of intercept, probability of
function, and probability of mission
defeat. Aircraft survivability principles
of design tolerance, separation, and
redundancy of critical components can
reduce the probability of mission
defeat. Throughout the employment,
systems are needed to attribute the
threat’s origin and the intent of the
event.

If a counterspace weapon successfully
engages, or threatens to engage, a
space system, then one of the six
mission defeat mechanisms (attrition
defeat, mission abort defeat, mission
denial defeat, forced maneuver defeat,
and Type 1/Type 2 defeat) is likely.
Understanding these potential defeat
mechanisms is also a critical part of
the framework and will assist in the
development of systems to minimize
the loss of a mission capability.
As with the different steps in the
survivability framework, the
formulation of policy/doctrine and the
development of systems needed to
minimize threat effects and defeat
mechanisms depend on the space
system and associated mission(s).
Risk management is critical for space
system operators to manage the
possibility of counterspace
engagements and determine the level
of risk acceptance for the denial,
degradation, or permanent loss of a
space mission.
Historically, risk management for U.S.
space systems has centered on the
survival of satellites that tend to be
large, monolithic, and technologically
exquisite in design and that bear the
burden of entire segments of the
national space capability. Space
system operators are thus inclined to
be highly risk-averse due to the
immense monetary investment and
associated capability of these types of
satellites.
However, in response to a growing
need to design satellites to resist
counterspace threats, adopting a new
design methodology that focuses on a
disaggregated architecture comprising
smaller, less-capable satellites that
collectively work together to perform
the same task and/or mission may
ultimately lessen the burden of risk

management. Such a departure from
the legacy satellite design paradigms
grants the benefits of reducing design
complexity and enhancing both the
reliability and survivability of space
systems within a contested
environment.

CONCLUSION
Using history as a guide, it is only a
matter of time before geopolitical
tensions foment into a conflict
extending into the space domain, thus
critically testing the continued
resilience and survival of U.S. space
power. Accordingly, with the space
domain becoming increasingly
competitive, congested, and contested,
the space survivability framework
proposed herein has been developed
to enable making decisions on where
to best develop policy-, doctrine-, or
system-based solutions.

It is only a matter of time
before geopolitical tensions
foment into a conflict extending into the space domain.

As shown, this framework has been
founded on the terms and concepts
from the well-established aircraft
survivability design discipline, while
also making necessary translations
and adaptations to the space domain.
This new framework accounts for all
aspects of general counterspace
engagements, from understanding
when a threat is active to the potential
for space system defeat. In addition,
six mission defeat categories have
been formulated to understand the
effects a counterspace system may
impart on a targeted mission.
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The authors recognize the limitations
of comparative analysis between the
air and space domains that has been
presented herein, especially with the
absence of any active military
operations conducted in space. While
state and nonstate actors have used,
and will continue to test and use,
counterspace weapons in support of
terrestrial conflicts or wider strategic
initiatives, such weapon usage has
remained limited. Thus, the proposed
survivability framework will almost
certainly evolve with the occurrence of
space warfare.
The intent of this framework
development is to provide a means for
enhancing the understanding of space
system survivability required to
strengthen U.S. space operations. In
1982, a National Defense University
publication stated that survivability
requirements need to be defined and a
cohesive strategy to meet these
requirements is needed [21]. Nearly 4
decades later, the proposed
framework attempts to systematically
assess survivability in the space
domain to advise decision-makers on
where and how to invest resources.
With robust doctrine, policies, systems,
and strategies, the United States can
keep the space domain open and
accessible for all, secure the ultimate
high ground, and reduce the likelihood
of open combat in near Earth space.
By leveraging the rich heritage of
aircraft survivability education and
research, space acquisition officers,
engineers, and Space Force system
operators can gain valuable exposure
to the proven concepts of survivability,
vulnerability, and susceptibility within
the context of the contested space
environment [22].
[Editor’s Note: The framework presented
herein is part of a wider curriculum
jasp-online.org AS Journal 2021 / SUMMER

associated with the fundamentals of
Space Control recently introduced as
part of the graduate astronautical
engineering and space systems degree
programs at the Air Force Institute of
Technology. Readers are encouraged to
contact the authors for more information
on these programs.]
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COVER STORY

FLYING STRAIGHT UP:
A BIRTHDAY SALUTE
TO THE 100-YEAR-OLD
HELICOPTER

IMechE Archive and Library

by Eric Edwards

Depending upon which date one uses (or which authority one believes), this year marks the
100th anniversary of what many aviation historians consider the first successful free flight of a
helicopter. On 18 February 1921, French engineer and inventor Étienne Oehmichen reportedly
hovered his experimental “vertical flying machine” approximately 20 feet off the ground for a
minute or so over the countryside [1, 2]. As far as we know, no one got hurt, and nothing flew
apart. And the rest, as they say, is history.
FROM THE GROUND UP
Admittedly, Oehmichen’s historic
accomplishment may seem a bit
unremarkable today, as the fixed
horizontal propellers on his odd-looking, skeletal-framed aircraft restricted
its functionality to just lifting and
lowering, with no real capability for
controlled forward flight. As such, the
prototype was just one in a long line
of early helicopter designs (including
Leonardo da Vinci’s famous “aerial
screw” design in the 1400s), some of
which worked and some of which
didn’t. Nonetheless, according to an
article in the June 1921 issue of
Popular Science Monthly, Oehmichen’s
demonstration of untethered, manned
flight earned the Frenchman (pictured
in Figure 1) the distinction of being
“the first man . . . ever to rise from the
ground with a helicopter” [3].

Figure 1. Étienne Oehmichen in One of His Vertical
Flying Machines.

The article—authored by Henry
Mathis, an engineer, correspondent,
and former classmate of
Oehmichen’s—also provided some
details of the experimental rotorcraft’s
composition and capabilities. The
machine reportedly weighed 570 lbs,
was powered by a two-cylinder 25-hp
motor, and featured two “recuperating
screws” (or rotors), as well as a large
hydrogen-filled balloon attached to the
top of the airframe. Some people
thought the balloon was meant to
provide the aircraft’s lifting power;
however, its primary purpose, as
Mathis explained, was actually to
provide aerial stability (countering the
torque reaction caused by the rotors
spinning in the same direction) [3].
Mathis also predicted one advantage
the helicopter would likely have over
fixed-wing airplanes and dirigibles.
Namely, people would no longer have
to go to a large airstrip (or “flying
field”) outside of town to be able to
access the skies [3]. Little did Mathis
know just how important this prediction would turn out to be. Not only
would the helicopter make flight a
much more accessible possibility for
everyone, but it would also soon give
the world’s militaries—especially the
U.S. military—important tactical
capabilities they’d never had before.
The whole planet would now be one
big potential helipad, and U.S. air
defense operations could be conducted not just from a static runway or
airfield but from virtually any place a
rotorcraft could touch down, including
a small jungle clearing in a Southeast
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Asia, the edge of a rickety rooftop in
Afghanistan, and a rolling deck of a
warship in the middle of the ocean.
Not everyone, however, was convinced by Oehmichen’s
accomplishment (or Mathis’s description of it). In fact, Waldemar
Kaempffert, the editor of Popular
Science at the time, published a short
“disclaimer” alongside Mathis’s article
doubting its assertions. Kaempffert
wrote [3]:
“The fact that Oehmichen has used a
balloon in rising from the ground
makes us question the validity of his
results as Mr. Mathis presents them.
No one will be convinced that a
practical helicopter has been
invented until it has flown without
buoyant gas. In its present form,
Oehmichen’s helicopter is nothing
but an airship driven vertically by
horizontal propellers. A successful
helicopter must not only ascend
straight up, but be able to descend
slowly; it must be able to fly
horizontally like an airplane; it must
be stable. In our opinion,
Oehmichen has not yet succeeded
in solving the highly important
problem of stability.”

But Oehmichen would not be deterred.
Within a year, the Frenchman had
addressed the stability issue (both real
and perceived), as well as improved
the overall design of his rotorcraft.
Instead of using a stabilizing balloon,
the Oehmichen No. 2 model (shown in
Figure 2) used two small, vertically

Figure 2. Oehmichen’s No. 2 Model.

The whole planet would now be
one big potential helipad, and
U.S. air defense operations could
be conducted not just from a
static runway or airfield but from
virtually any place a rotorcraft
could touch down.

mounted rotors that spun in the
opposite direction of the main lifting
rotors (essentially becoming the
forerunners to the modern helicopter
tail rotor) [2].

ROTARY-WINGED
WEAPONS OF WAR
Oehmichen’s early proof-of-concept
would, of course, be followed by many
more advances in helicopter technology and application over the next
century. In particular, it wouldn’t take
long for U.S. military planners to
realize the value of this versatile new
vehicle for defense operations. After
all, if one could carry multiple passengers on these machines, why not
Warfighters, weapons, and the
wounded? And thus began a nonstop
stream of advancements in military
rotorcraft that continues to this day.

The 1930s would see the world’s first
truly operational, practical helicopter—
the German Focke-Wulf (Fw) 61
(shown in Figure 3)—which implemented twin counter-rotating main
rotors to handle the aforementioned
torque problem [4, 5]. However, during
the same decade, Russian-born
aviation innovator Igor Sikorsky, would
replace the coaxial rotor design with a
single, three-bladed main rotor and a
smaller vertical tail rotor on his
VS-300. This landmark change by
Sikorsky, who is often called the father
of the modern helicopter, would be
adopted by most future helicopter
developers (even though the VS-300
would be nicknamed “Igor’s Nightmare”
by Sikorsky mechanics who had to
wrestle with its notorious vibration
problems) [6].
The first record of a U.S. helicopter
being used in combat came during
World War II, when a Sikorsky R-4
(designated HNS-1) rescued four
downed airmen behind enemy lines in
Burma in 1944 [7]. With more than
130 R-4’s ultimately built, the aircraft
(shown in Figure 4) was also considered the first “production” helicopter,
as well the first to operate from the
deck of a ship [6, 8].

In 1924, Oehmichen would also set the
first helicopter world record, flying his
quadrotor aircraft almost 1,200 ft; and
he would win a competition to
complete the first closed-circuit
helicopter flight, flying a 1-km triangular flight path in just under 8 minutes.
In addition, the same year his aircraft
would successfully carry two passengers [2].
Figure 3. The Focke-Wulf 61 (Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons).
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The Bell Model 47 (designated the
H-13 Sioux by the Army) would
likewise see action in the skies over
Korea in the 1950s. With its signature
“soap bubble”-shaped canopy and twin
medical evaluation (medevac) litters,
the helicopter would evacuate more
than 15,000 wounded U.S. troops from
the battlefield (see Figure 5) [6]. The
rotorcraft would also be widely
recognized long after the war as it
regularly appeared on the hit 1970s
television series M*A*S*H.
Stanley Hiller’s popular UH-12 would
also be used in Korea, as would a
couple of his unique-looking “Hiller
Hornets.” The Hornet was an ultralight helicopter powered by a ramjet
on each end of the aircraft’s lone rotor
blade. The U.S. military would end up
purchasing only a couple of the
innovative rotorcraft, however, due to
several safety and survivability issues.
In particular, while operating at night,
the spinning ramjets created a “halo”
of fire above the helicopter [6].
Though the effect (shown in Figure 6)

made a spectacular display for
observers, it also made a pretty good
target for adversaries.
Vietnam would be the conflict in which
the helicopter would prove its true
worth as a critical U.S. wartime asset.
The “workhorse” of the 20-year war
was the UH-1 utility helicopter—or
“Huey,” as it came to be called. Initially
intended to be an Army medevac
vehicle, the turbine-powered Huey
(shown in Figure 7) ended up transporting nearly 900,000 wounded U.S.
personnel during the war, which was
more than 50 times that of Korea.
Furthermore, the Huey became the
U.S. military’s virtual Swiss army knife,
ferrying a wide assortment of cargo
and personnel all across Southeast
Asia. Its accessibility and versatility
also helped permanently change the
way U.S. troops are deployed for quick
assaults [6].
The CH-47 Chinook was another
innovative and important helicopter
asset that first appeared during the

Figure 4. An R-4 During World War II (NASA Langley Photo).

Vietnam era. The Chinook met the U.S.
forces’ critical need for a heavy-lift
helicopter to move large loads of
troops and equipment (even downed
aircraft) across warzones. Designers
of the helicopter would forego the tail
rotor and return to the use of two
large counter-rotating rotors, one on a
front pylon and one on a rear pylon, so
that all of the blade power could be
directed to lift and thrust. In addition,
because each rotor could be independently controlled, the helicopter
offered much better stability than
single-rotor aircraft when loading and
unloading large amounts of weight.
This stability would later be famously
demonstrated in Afghanistan when a
Chinook was photographed hovering in
place with its tail perched on the edge
of a roof while personnel were being
loaded (see Figure 8).
The heavy reliance on cargo and
transport helicopters during the
Vietnam War also made clear the
increasing need to protect them and
their occupants from enemy assault,

Figure 5. Offloading a Wounded Soldier From a Bell 47 in Korea (U.S. Army Photo).

Figure 6. The Hiller Hornet’s Ramjet Ring of Fire (The U.S. Army Aviation Museum). Figure 7. UH-1 Troop Insertions in Vietnam (U.S. Army Photo).
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Figure 8. Chinook Loading Personnel in Afghanistan (Photo Courtesy of U.S. Army SGT Greg Heath).

especially during take-off and landing.
Though the Hueys and other utility
helicopters were equipped with some
armaments to protect themselves—
and even served as dedicated
“gunships”—they weren’t really
designed to be “weapons.” The Bell
AH-1 Cobra, on the other hand, was.
The first true “attack” helicopter, the
Cobra (shown in Figure 9) had a
smaller frontal target signature
(incorporating a cockpit that placed
the pilot and copilot in front of, instead
of next to, each other). It also had the
ability to carry twice as much ammunition as a Huey gunship, arrive on
target in half the time, and stay there
three times longer. In short, the
helicopter was specifically designed to
go looking for a fight. And it found a
lot of them, reportedly logging a million
operational hours in Vietnam [9].
Admittedly, some of the lessons
regarding rotorcraft technology and
operations during the Vietnam War
were hard lessons to learn. Many
helicopters were shot down, and many
U.S. combat personnel perished.
However, these hard lessons would
also lead to an unprecedented,
concerted effort between the
Department of Defense (DoD)—particularly the Army—and industry to
better analyze and improve the safety,
survivability, and effectiveness of all
current and future rotorcraft. From
now on, survivability would no longer
be something to be considered after a

helicopter was fielded. It would be a
formal engineering discipline that
would be part of every new helicopter
design.
Perhaps the fruit of this new approach
was best seen in the emergence of the
tough and highly versatile Black Hawk
utility helicopter, or UH-60, in the late
1970s. The development of the Black
Hawk (shown in Figure 10) adopted a
much more holistic approach to

survivability and safety than any
previous helicopter. Its numerous
advancements included twin-engine
redundancy, a more crash-resistant
cabin, an energy-absorbing landing
gear, and the ability to be transported
in a C-130 cargo hold without having
to remove the blades [6]. In addition,
this highly adaptable rotorcraft would
continue to be upgraded and modernized over the years, with the latest
versions featuring significant enhancements in electronic warfare and
stealth technologies [10]. Thus, it’s not
surprising that the UH-60 continues to
be heavily used not only by the Army
but by the Navy, Air Force, and Coast
Guard as well.
Likewise, the Apache attack helicopter,
or AH-64, entered production in the
1980s to provide better firepower,
maneuverability, and range

Figure 9. AH-1 Cobra Gunship (U.S. Army Photo).

Figure 10. UH-60 Black Hawk (U.S. Army Photo by SGT Taresha D. Neal).
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capabilities than its AH-1 predecessor.
It incorporated more damage-tolerant
materials and armoring, numerous
redundant critical systems, better
sensors and signature reduction
capability, improved crash resistance,
as well as a devastating 30-mm chain
gun and changeable missile and rocket
packages. As a result, the Apache
(shown in Figure 11) continues to be
one of the most survivable and lethal
helicopters in the skies today, and it
has continued to prove its status as
the Army’s (and several allied countries’) main attack helicopter
everywhere from Kuwait to Iraq to
Panama to Kosovo to Afghanistan [11].
Another revolution in helicopter
technology occurred in the late 1980s,
when the V-22 Osprey first took to the
skies. The large multimission helicopter (shown in Figure 12) introduced a
unique new tiltrotor design to combine
the vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL)
advantages of a rotorcraft with the
high-speed and long-range advantages of a turboprop fixed-wing
airplane. Though the tiltrotor technology has, at times, presented unique
challenges for engineers and operators—largely due to an aerodynamic
instability that occurs during the
transition of the rotors from horizontal
to vertical flight—the Osprey has been
successfully deployed for transport
and medevac missions in numerous
conflicts. Thus, tiltrotors continue to
be one of the most promising technologies for future helicopter designs [12].
Finally, how ironic it is that one of the
last major developments to occur in
the first century of helicopter history
has been the emergence of unmanned
aerial vehicles (or UAVs), or drones.
As difficult as it was for Oehmichen
and others to be able to get people
aloft with a rotary-wing aircraft a
century ago, military planners have

increasingly realized the value and
versality of being able to take to the
skies without having to risk (or
accommodate) the safety of human
operators and occupants. Thus, many
efforts continue throughout the DoD
to develop and deploy unmanned

rotorcraft of all sizes for a wide range
of missions, including intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance;
troop and equipment transport;
medevac; resupply; and assault (see
Figure 13) [13, 14].

Figure 11. AH-64 Apache (Photo Courtesy of Tim Felce).

Figure 12. CV-22 Osprey (U.S. Air Force Photo by Yasuo Osakabe).

Figure 13. MQ-8B Fire Scout UAV (U.S. Navy Photo).
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[4] Prime Industries. “History of the Helicopter
From Concept to Modern Day.” https://primeindustriesusa.com/history-of-the-helicopter/, 31 August
2015.
[5] Markowitz, Mike. “World War II German
Helicopters—Henrich Focke’s Fa 61.” Defense
Media Network, https://www.defensemedianetwork.
com/stories/nazi-helicopters-henrich-fockes-fa-61/,
25 March 2013.

Figure 14. SB-1 Defiant Demonstrator (U.S. Army Photo by SGT Dana Clarke).

RISING TO NEW HEIGHTS
As far as the next 100 years of
helicopter development goes, one can
only imagine what new heights these
versatile machines, and the military’s
application of them, will be able to
reach. As we speak, DoD and industry
practitioners are working hard to
optimize the capabilities of the current
U.S. fleet as well as develop brandnew rotorcraft—such as the Army’s
Future Long Range Assault Aircraft
(FLRAA) (a demonstrator of which is
shown in Figure 14)—which are
planned to be faster, more survivable,
more lethal, and more effective than
any before [14, 15].
Of course, many questions also remain.
Will the rotorcraft a century from now
be as radically different from those of
today as the latest prototypes are
from Oehmichen’s first flyers? Will the
age-old line between utility/cargo and
attack/reconnaissance helicopters
(and maybe even between fixed- and
rotary-wing) be increasingly blurred as
developers build in adaptability for
different capabilities and missions?
And are there unknown technologies
waiting just over the horizon that will
make our current rotorcraft technologies and applications largely obsolete?
Furthermore, in the world of safety
and survivability, will the skies over
future battlefields be filled with
swarms of unmanned (and maybe

even “disposable”) drones rather than
manned rotorcraft? Will the focus on
cyber warfare and threats eventually
overtake traditional ballistic survivability concerns and efforts? And will
ongoing advancements in stealth
technology and targeting be such that
future hostile forces will never even
see or know the helicopters that hit
them?
Ultimately, only time can answer these
questions. But whatever happens,
may the spirit and optimism of the
next 100 years of helicopter history be
just as strong as those of the first.
May the imaginations of rotorcraft
innovators never be dimmed by the
fear of failure or the voices of criticism.
And may the great potential embodied
in this unique air vehicle continue to
rise to greater and greater heights
with the passage of time. After all,
when it comes to the helicopter, the
sky is truly the only limit.
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DISTANCE NO LONGER
EQUALS PROTECTION:
KEEPING PACE WITH
HYPERSONIC WEAPONS
by F. Patrick Filbert

Photo Courtesy of Purdue Research Foundation

The U.S. military has continued to direct much attention and resources to employing and
defending against the emerging technology of hypersonic strike weapons (HSWs) [1]. And
with good reason. HSWs can be launched from thousands of miles away and hit targets
within a few feet. In addition, their high speeds make them hard to detect and shoot down
and thus extraordinarily survivable [2]. However, the rapid advancement in HSW technology,
like that of many new weapons, has also often outpaced the techniques, procedures, and
doctrinal aspects of how these weapons are integrated into the Joint Force.
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The traditional approach for many of
these weapons has largely been to
“develop what we want, and we’ll figure
things out later.” But this approach can
essentially thicken the fog of war due to
unintended second- and third-order
effects not originally considered during
development. Thus, figuring out the use
aspect of HSWs before full weapon
development instead of after it—as
well as striving to ensure that doctrine
and training aspects keep pace with the
technology’s rapid advancements—can
greatly improve Joint Force integration
and effectiveness.

HSWs—A NEW ABRAMS
Being creative to gain an edge on a
potential adversary means understanding how one’s solution will affect the
new technology’s use. Bringing a
disruptive technology weapon to the
battlefield to gain the advantage is a
good thing, but only if it is not to the
adversary’s advantage.
In some ways, the changes in the
battlefield associated with the significant increase in speed, range, and
undetectability attributes of HSWs are
similar to the introduction of the M1
Abrams main battle tank to the U.S.
Army’s armored force. Though an M1
(shown in Figure 1) may seem an unlikely
comparison to hypersonic weapons, the
disruptive capabilities that it has
brought to the battlefield, as well as the
associated changes in planning that its
presence has required, are similar to
what HSWs are promising to bring.
Entering the force in 1980, the M1
brought with it several combat capabilities that had not previously been
incorporated into planning. These
capabilities included improved speed of
maneuver over slower U.S. and Soviet
tanks, as well as stabilized mobile

Figure 1. M1A1 Abrams (U.S. Marine Corps Photo by GySgt Robert Blankenship) [3].

shooting for long-range fires. As a
result, adversaries—such as the Iraqi
tank battalions in Operation Desert
Storm—were simply not prepared to
deal with a 65-ton tank that could move
at speeds of 45 mph, accurately target
them through clouds of thick black
smoke and at night, and engage them
from a stabilized platform at distances
exceeding 1–2 miles. Many of these
Iraqi battalions were ultimately hit from
U.S. units they couldn’t even see [4].
Similarly, when it comes to speed and
unpredictability, U.S. development of
HSWs is striving for the same type of
game-changing effect as the M1 has
had. And the likelihood for their success
appears to be promising.

THE RATIONALE FOR
HSWs
Maneuverable HSWs are not new.
HSW research began during the Cold
War in the United States and Soviet
Union, but various technological hurdles
resulted in a “start/stop” approach that
continued through the end of the Cold
War and follow-on period of (perceived)
peace [5]. Such hurdles included
propulsion, navigation, and heat
resistance due to the high speeds
involved. However, 21st century
technological developments have led to
progress in numerous areas, thus
enabling the United States, Russia—
and now China—to develop and test
HSWs [6].
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The disruptive capabilities that
the M1 Abrams has brought to
the battlefield, as well as the
associated changes in
planning that its presence has
required, are similar to what
HSWs are promising to bring.
Recent demonstrations, claims, and
military parades by China and Russia
appear to show that these countries are
ahead of the United States in the
development of HSWs. China unveiled a
new HSW called DF-17 at a military
parade in 2019, and Russia claims to
have tested HSWs beginning in 2018,
fielding an aircraft-launched HSW called
Kinzhal and a land-based HSW identified
as Avangard in 2020. However, the way
in which these countries view the use
and Joint Force integration of HSWs—
including the actual advantage of these
weapons—differs significantly from
that of the United States.
During the Cold War, the nuclear triad of
intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBMs), air-launched cruise missiles
(ALCMs), and submarine-launched
ballistic missiles (SLBMs) provided the
Cold War superpowers with a strategic
measure of deterrence and power. As
jasp-online.org AS Journal 2021 / SUMMER

shown in Figure 2, ICBMs, ALCMs, and
SLBMs can be tracked by sensors due to
their stable ballistic trajectory, allowing
target assessment based on their flight
path. HSWs, on the other hand,
integrate a measure of unpredictability
after launch (which is also shown in
Figure 2). This unpredictability stems
from a lack of sensor optimization to
accurately predict, target, and intercept
HSWs as they fly toward their intended
destination—targets that remain
unknown until the last second due to the
speed and maneuverability of HSWs.

$31 million, compared to an estimated
$6.9 million per HSW [8, 9]. And
increasing capability as a cost-reduction
attribute is something not just the
United States, China, and Russia are
working toward. The development of
HSWs has spread to international
partner nations—such as Australia and
India—who are also benefiting from
teaming with these three countries.
Additionally, Japan, France, and
Germany are in development of their
own HSWs and likewise benefit from
the available research [10].

From a developmental aspect, ICBMs
required significant resources, along
with the specifics of technology
development and production occurring in
secret to keep advances from being
used by the other side. This requirement
meant that only those countries with the
resources for research, design, production, and fielding could afford to have
these weapons. Furthermore, the actual
use of nuclear weapons beyond their
deterrence attributes is less likely than
the use of HSWs, especially as U.S.
HSWs are planned to carry only
conventional payloads.

THE U.S. APPROACH

From a cost perspective, HSWs will
be much less expensive than, say, an
SLBM. For example, the price tag of
a D5/TRIDENT II SLBM is approximately

When it comes to the fielding of new
technologies and weapons, the United
States tends to wait until after the
technology is produced and available to

In the United States, HSW development
and testing continue at a more measured pace, specific to the fielding of
conventional armed systems. Using
conventional warheads requires
developing a high degree of accuracy
that Russian and Chinese weapons do
not require due to their intention to
maintain nuclear-capable HSWs. U.S.
testing of HSWs in 2017 and 2020
resulted in successful flight test events
toward the development of a common
HSW warhead (shown in Figure 3) [11].

Figure 2. Ballistic Reentry Vehicle (RV) vs. Hypersonic Glide Vehicle Trajectories
(Courtesy of RAND, Document RR-2137-CC) [7].
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its forces before developing a concept
of operations (CONOPS). Specific to
HSWs, the lack of an overarching
CONOPS for planning, execution, and
command and control (C2) is a gap that
has yet to be filled.
An additional aspect related to HSWs
that must be considered is the potential
response that may occur from an
adversary after a “first use,” especially
if the adversary has its own HSWs and
is a nuclear power. Critical to HSW use
is ensuring an adversary nation does not
confuse an HSW launch with the launch
of an ICBM or SLBM, particularly
through proper messaging of the new
capability. The impact of adversary
propaganda, disinformation, and
wide-scale efforts to misinform or
create a media panic must be managed
as an aspect to a potential conflict
between nuclear armed nations.
To date, there have been only two
examples of such a conflict—the 1969
Sino-Soviet War and the 1999 Kargil
War between India and Pakistan—and
the aspect of increased, or vertical,
escalation toward nuclear weapons was
identified and managed by the nations
involved. Neither conflict had the
aspect of instant news and social media
that will have a definite impact on
information operations and strategic

Figure 3. Common HSW Warhead Launch, Pacific Missile Range Facility, Kauai, HI,
March 2020 (U.S. DoD Photo) [11].
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messaging to keep escalation from
occurring [12].

PLANNING BEFORE
LAUNCHING
Most reports on HSWs have been
specific to the development of the
materials, parts, problems of control at
high speeds (greater than Mach 5, or
3,800 mph), and missile/rocket body
design to boost the warheads to high
speed. However, the ability of HSWs to
hold a target at risk because of the
speed and unpredictability attributes of
HSWs, coupled with the difficulty in
identifying a specific target, should be
driving discussions on CONOPS development before, not after, HSWs are
fielded.
Producing HSWs is not as easy as
simply opening or retooling a production
line. HSWs require a long lead time to
produce, resulting in low availability
until production efficiency is achieved—
likely half a decade or more away. How
to incorporate HSWs into planning and,
ultimately, senior leader understanding
of the effects of use must be resolved
before HSWs are fielded.
Developing a way to articulate such
factors specific to C2, authorities, and
planning for HSWs spanning operational
and strategic levels of war requires
early consideration and development.
The Joint-Hypersonic Strike Planning,

Execution, Command and Control
(J-HyperSPEC2) Joint Test (JT) was
chartered in August 2018 by the Deputy
Director, Air Warfare under the authority
of the Office of the Secretary of Defense
(OSD), Director, Operational Test and
Evaluation. J-HyperSPEC2 JT’s charter
was to develop, test, and evaluate a C2
CONOPS necessary to manage the
required authorities and support
employment, planning, and execution for
HSWs. With the continual push for
rapid development and fielding, the
J-HyperSPEC2 JT is at the forefront of
planning for the deployment and use of
these new weapons.
The J-HyperSPEC2 JT was sponsored by
U.S. Strategic Command
(USSTRATCOM), with the team
operating in two locations: Offutt Air
Force Base (AFB), NE; and Nellis AFB,
NV. The J-HyperSPEC2 JT team worked
closely with U.S. European Command
(USEUCOM), U.S. Indo-Pacific Command
(USINDOPACOM), U.S. Central
Command (USCENTCOM), the Services,
and OSD to develop an initial CONOPS

HSWs require a long lead time
to produce, resulting in low
availability until production
efficiency is achieved.”

through two CONOPS writing groups.
The J-HyperSPEC2 JT team conducted
risk reduction events and a multipart
field test to collect data on the CONOPS
for revision, validation, and eventual
use. The team received support from
the Air Force Joint Test Program Office
(AFJO) at Nellis AFB, NV.

OVERCOMING THE A2/AD
BUBBLE
As with the development of any new
system, there must be a driver for why
something is done. The Joint Force
remains over-reliant on standoff
weapons and fourth/fifth-generation
strike platforms to address the antiaccess/area denial (A2/AD) challenge.
Adversary countries continue to
increase stand-off distance from their
borders, pushing their “A2/AD bubble”
outward. Developing weapons to
overcome an ever-expanding A2/AD
bubble, increase areas of national
defense, as well as get within the
adversary’s response/decision time
Observe, Orient, Decide, Act (OODA)
loop are thus primary drivers for HSWs
(which, as shown in Figures 4 and 5, can
be deployed in a wide variety of ways).
To address the A2/AD expansion aspect
to better integrate HSWs, the
J-HyperSPEC2 JT conducted CONOPS
development and refinement efforts
using Warfighter inputs from test events
such as CONOPS writing groups and

Figure 4. Examples of Air-, Sea-, and Land-HSW Launchers (B-52 Image Courtesy of Wonderful Engineering [13], Submarine Image U.S. Navy Graphic:
030606-N0000X-005 Washington, DC [6 June 2003] [14], Ground Launcher Image Courtesy of U.S. Army Rapid Capabilities and Critical Technologies Office [15]).
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Figure 5. Depiction of U.S. Falcon Hypersonic Test Vehicle Prior to Re-Entering the Atmosphere (Image
Courtesy of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) [16].

combatant command (CCMD) Tier 1
exercises. The team interacted with
USEUCOM; Commander, Submarine
Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet, Joint Base
Pearl Harbor-Hickam (JBPHH), HI;
USSTRATCOM; and the 805th Combat
Training Squadron, Nellis AFB. The
resulting C2 CONOPS was field tested
during the USINDOPACOM Exercise
Pacific Sentry 20-2 (PS20-2) in January
2020 at USINDOPACOM Headquarters
at Camp H. M. Smith and in the 613th Air
Operations Center at JBPHH.
The team trained select participants on
the C2 CONOPS, along with notional
HSW capabilities, and then observed all
phases of the decision-making associated within established deliberate
planning and dynamic targeting
processes. While on JBPHH, the team
observed significant discussions and
planning efforts for HSW use at the
component and CCMD levels. The team
was able to gather multiple C2 data
points throughout the process to inform
focused revisions of the C2 CONOPS.
Concurrent with the PS20-2 exercise,
the team supported the integration of
HSW, and their requisite C2, into the
Chairman of the Joint Chief of Staff’s
Global Integration Exercise 20, which
integrated the potential for a “first use”
discussion of U.S. conventional HSWs.

Also, the CONOPS developed by the
J-HyperSPEC2 JT team informed the
Joint Staff’s draft Global Integrated
Operations CONOPS. Finally, the
lessons learned just prior to PS20-2
from this JT were well received at a
Hypersonic Weapons Policy roundtable
hosted by the OSD Policy office.
Two additional efforts unrelated to
PS20-2 occurred to further inform the
C2 CONOPS prior to final review and
refinement to enable its transition to the
Warfighter. The first was a series of
general officer/flag officer interviews,
which occurred across multiple Services
and commands to gain insight on how
senior leaders identify HSW integration.
The second occurred at USSTRATCOM
and was focused on authorities and
rules of engagement.

LOOKING FORWARD
Exploring the “how to use and when”
aspects are part of the C2 CONOPS
development. Testing to identify if the
C2 CONOPS meets senior leader
expectations while identifying whether
HSWs should be classified as a unique
weapon is the model the J-HyperSPEC2
JT team is addressing. Specific to the
use aspect, the JT team identified early
in C2 CONOPS development that there
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was a distinct lack of fielded planning
tools to support planner’s efforts to
incorporate HSWs into operations.
J-HyperSPEC2 JT identified that the Air
Force Standoff Munitions Activity
Center (SMAC) and Navy Cruise Missile
Support Activity (CMSA) were developing such tools; however, they would not
be ready for CCMDs or other organizations to use during PS20-2. To enable
effective testing of the C2 CONOPS, the
J-HyperSPEC2 JT developed a mission
planning handbook (MPH) as a surrogate
for the in-development planning
software applications. The MPH, which
was used as a planner reference and not
evaluated as part of the C2 CONOPS,
provided mission planners at PS20-2
with the requisite HSW attributes,
enabling successful planning with
current processes.
Additionally, the team’s effort to
investigate several Service-related
mission planning aspects has benefited
CONOPS design and development. This
was accomplished by leveraging the
SMAC and CMSA to provide a centralized planning capacity for HSWs. By
identifying these agencies in the
CONOPS, the Warfighter is informed of
in-place capabilities. Also, due to
similarities with cruise missile planning,
the J-HyperSPEC2 JT identified the
option to modify the Tomahawk (Cruise
Missile) Planning System software as a
cost-effective solution for planning
sea- and land-based HSW operations.
This finding has the potential to provide
advanced mission planning capabilities
to the Warfighter with significant
reductions in development time and cost
compared to the procurement of new
standalone systems.
The J-HyperSPEC2 JT has already
benefited the Department of Defense
(DoD) in getting ahead of the “buy, field,
develop concept of use” approach.

While the DoD prioritized the development and fielding of HSWs in the FY20
budget provided to Congress,
J-HyperSPEC2 JT’s focus on HSW
usage within the Services and CCMDs
provides a measure of forward thinking
to support development of use concepts
before, not after, a weapons system is
fielded. As the Services field HSWs,
enabling them the capability to hold
distant, defended, fleeting, and highvalue targets at risk, the Warfighter will
be better equipped to meet national
objectives and impose costs on potential
adversaries by having a way to do this
via the C2 CONOPS.
The J-HyperSPEC2 JT ended in midSeptember 2020, as directed by the test
sponsor, USSTRATCOM. The resulting
C2 CONOPS will provide an effective
operational and strategic context to
inform HSW use and, eventually, look to
inform future development by the
Services of tactics, techniques, and
procedures (TTPs). Such TTPs will
further reinforce the use of HSW by
empowering the commander to develop
standards in the areas of manning,
equipping, training, and planning in the
Joint Force. In the interim, the
J-HyperSPEC2 JT-developed C2
CONOPS will provide planners and their
supporters with a starting point for
HSWs while also serving to help focus
future DoD and industry investment.
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‘SPIRIT’ OF
SURVIVABILITY:
LESSONS FROM AC-130
LOSS 30 YEARS AGO
STILL SAVING LIVES
by Eric Edwards

U.S. Air Force Photo by Senior Airman Julianne Showalter

This January marked the 30th anniversary of the shootdown of an AC-130H Spectre gunship
in the skies above the Persian Gulf. The aircraft—flying under the call sign Spirit 03—was
hit by an Iraqi surface-to-air missile on 31 January 1991 while providing air support for U.S.
Marines fighting on the ground during the Battle of Khafji. The ensuing crash took the lives
of all 14 U.S. airmen on board, making it the largest single loss by any Air Force unit during
Operation Desert Storm. But with this tragedy also came hope. Because of numerous survivability improvements that were made as a result of the incident, the downing of Spirit 03
would also be the last combat loss for any AC-130 gunship in the three decades that have followed.
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The story of the Spirit 03 incident, the
heroic actions of the crew, and the
improvements that were subsequently
made to enhance AC-130 survivability
are detailed in a February article of the
online publication Task & Purpose. In
the article, author David Roza notes that
the loss of the aircraft served to provide
the impetus for implementing some
much-needed changes in technology,
tactics, and training for the aging fleet
of AC-130’s. And the result has been a
much more survivable aircraft.
In the words of Maj. Gen. Mark Hicks,
former Director of Operations for the Air
Force Special Operations Command,
“We owe much to those who
sacrificed everything aboard Spirit 03,
not only because ‘they gave the last
full measure of devotion’ for us, but
also because they bequeathed to us,
at a critical point in history, the
decisive motivation to reinvent the
AC-130 for a new challenge and a
new century.”
The AC-130H Spectre model was retired
in 2015, but the lessons learned and
improvements made as a result of the
Spirit 03 incident have continued to
contribute to the survivability and
effectiveness of all AC-130 models,

“We owe much to those who
sacrificed everything aboard
Spirit 03, not only because
‘they gave the last full
measure of devotion’ for us,
but also because they
bequeathed to us, at a critical
point in history, the decisive
motivation to reinvent the
AC-130 for a new challenge
and a new century.”
– Maj. Gen. Mark Hicks
including the current AC-130W Stinger II
and AC-130J Ghostrider. After studying
the details surrounding the 1991
incident, military leaders proceeded to
implement several important technological changes, such as upgraded sensors
and fire control systems (with better
performance at varying altitudes and
airspeeds), as well as modernized chaff,
flare, and electronic countermeasure
systems. Perhaps most notably,
following Operation Desert Storm, all

AC-130s were equipped with the AN/
AAR-44 Missile Approach Warning
System, which automatically detects
man-portable air defense system
(MANPADS) launches, warns the crew
of the threat, and deploys flares without
the need for any crew interaction.
The Spirit 03 loss also led to numerous
changes in AC-130 tactics and training.
To reduce the chances of being hit by
enemy fire, increased focus was placed
on crews minimizing exposure to threats
while operating in combat zones by
flying at higher altitudes and in less
predictable orbits. Also minimized were
unnecessary crew communication
procedures. Furthermore, the use of
better navigation systems and nightvision goggles was adopted, as was the
use of oxygen masks to fly at higher
altitudes in the AC-130’s unpressurized
cabin. Crews were also given more
flexibility to maneuver and find targets.
Enhancements such as these ultimately
led to what Maj. Gen. Hicks called “the
golden age of the AC-130 gunship” in
Afghanistan and Iraq. Though the
aircraft would fly thousands more
combat hours during the Global War on
Terror, it would not experience another
combat loss. Not one. And what an
appropriate testament and legacy this
record is for Spirit 03 and its crew.
Though lost while on a mission to save
their fellow Warfighters 30 years ago, it
has been through that loss that they’ve
been able to continue to accomplish
their life-saving mission to this very day.
For more information on the Spirit 03
incident and the subsequent AC-130
survivability enhancements, readers are
encouraged to read the full Task &
Purpose article at https://taskandpurpose.com/history/air-force-ac-130-gunshipcrash-desert-storm-spirit-03/.

Maj. Gen. Mark Hicks Salutes the Graves of Spirit 03 Crew During a Ceremony in 2015 (U.S. Air Force Photo by
Airman 1st Class Jeff Parkinson).
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
ATTENTION:
Due to the many last-minute event
postponements, cancellations, and travel
restrictions related to the COVID-19
outbreak, readers are encouraged to
double-check with event sponsors and
websites to confirm the status of an event
before making associated travel
reservations and other plans.

JUNE
Training and Simulation Industry
Symposium 2021
16–17 June in Orlando, FL
https://www.trainingsystems.org/
events/2021/6/16/tsis

AUGUST
Sea-Air-Space 2021
1–4 August in National Harbor, MD
https://seaairspace.org
2021 AIAA AVIATION Forum
2–6 August (Virtual)
https://www.aiaa.org/aviation

OCTOBER

2021 AIAA Propulsion and Energy Forum
9–11 August (Virtual)
https://www.aiaa.org/propulsionenergy
2021 JCAT Threat Weapons and Effects
Training
17–19 August at Eglin AFB, FL
https://www.dsiac.org/events/2021-jointcombat-assessment-team-jcat-threat-weaponseffects-training-twe
2021 MSS Parallel Conference
30 August–2 September in Orlando, FL
https://mssconferences.org
2021 JASP Model Users Meeting
31 August–1 September in Atlanta, GA
https://www.dsiac.org/events/2021-jaspmodel-users-meeting

SEPTEMBER
Susceptibility Reduction Work Group
2 September in Atlanta, GA
47 th European Rotorcraft Forum
7–10 September in Glasgow, Scotland
https://vtol.org/events/47th-europeanrotorcraft-forum

2021 MSS Active E-O Systems/
E-O & IRCM Conference
4–7 October in Orlando, FL
https://www.mssconferences.org/public/
meetings/conferenceDetail.aspx?enc=2QtLCW
wbQnv7Yg8M7y5gkg%3d%3d
Space Tech Expo
6–8 October in Long Beach, CA
https://www.spacetechexpo.com
Hypersonic Technology & Systems
Conference
25–28 October in Springfield, VA
https://www.usasymposium.com/Hypersonics/
default.php
MSS Tri-Service Radar Symposium
25–29 October in Atlanta, GA
https://mssconferences.org

NOVEMBER
2021 Aircraft Survivability Symposium
2–4 November in Monterey, CA
https://www.ndia.org
I/ITSEC 2021
29 November–3 December in Orlando, FL
https://www.iitsec.org

2021 AIAA Defense Forum
14–16 September in Laurel, MD
https://www.aiaa.org/defense

Note
The inclusion of an event in this calendar does not necessarily reflect the endorsement of that event or its sponsoring organization(s) by the Joint Aircraft Survivability
Program Office or the Defense Systems Information Analysis Center.
Information for inclusion in the
Calendar of Events may be sent to:

DSIAC Headquarters
4695 Millennium Drive
Belcamp, MD 21017-1505
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Fax: 		
Email:		

443/360-4600
410/272-6763
contact@dsiac.org
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